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As-supplied polycrystalline ZnO samples 共purity 99.9% from Sigma-Aldrich, Germany兲 have been
annealed at different temperatures and subsequently characterized by positron annihilation
spectroscopy, x-ray-diffraction 共XRD兲 analysis, thermogravimetric analysis 共TGA兲, and resistivity
measurements. Positron annihilation lifetime analysis and coincidence Doppler-broadened
electron-positron annihilation ␥-radiation 共CDBEPAR兲 line-shape measurements have been
employed at a time to identify the nature of defects in differently annealed ZnO materials. Annealing
up to 300 ° C, an increase of defect lifetime 共2兲 as well as shape parameter 共S parameter兲 has been
observed. Further annealing causes a large decrease of 2 and S parameter. TGA study shows
considerable mass loss from ZnO as the annealing temperature is increased above 300 ° C. This is
possibly due to oxygen evaporation from the sample. The c-axis lattice parameter, extracted from
the XRD spectra, shows an increase due to annealing above 600 ° C, which is a signature of the
presence of a huge number of oxygen vacancies. Resistivity variations of the annealed samples are
also consistent with the TG and XRD analyses. The ratio curve analysis of the CDBEPAR spectra
successfully probes the change in zinc-related vacancy defects in annealed ZnO. © 2005 American
Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.2035308兴
I. INTRODUCTION

Investigation on ZnO is going on for decades, however,
its recent surge is a matter of fact. This wide band-gap semiconducting compound has immense potential for use in next
generation electro-optic devices such as ultraviolet 共UV兲
light-emitting diodes 共LEDs兲, blue luminescent devices, UV
lasers, gas sensors,1–3 etc. The most discussed issue related to
ZnO is defects, either native or artificially incorporated.4,5 It
is well known that defects in such materials affect strongly
the structural, electrical, and optical properties. A proper understanding on the nature of defects in ZnO is essential for a
better tuning of material properties. Recent interest has been
focused on identifying various native defects 共vacancies and
interstitials at O or Zn sites兲 and their role in heat-treated,6–8
ion-irradiated,9,10 or nanosized ZnO.11 An interesting correlation of oxygen vacancy concentration and green luminescence from ZnO has also been observed.12 In the present
study, an as-supplied ZnO material has been investigated
from positron annihilation spectroscopy 共PAS兲, x-ray diffraction 共XRD兲, thermogravimetric analysis 共TGA兲, and resistivity measurements. The particular importance of positron annihilation spectroscopy for identification of vacancy-type
defects in a solid is well known.13,14 Fortunately, vacancy
defects at zinc and oxygen sites are most abundant in the
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ZnO 共Ref. 15兲 system. The evolution of such defects with
increasing annealing temperature is being presented in
greater detail. This paper employs the ratio curve analysis to
understand the defect dynamics in ZnO due to annealing.
Positron annihilation lifetime 共PAL兲 spectroscopy deals
with the measurement of the lifetime of positrons
共⬃100– 400 ps兲 in a solid.16 Positrons injected from a radioactive source 共here 22Na兲 get thermalized within 1 – 10 ps
inside a solid and annihilate with an electron of that material.
It is well known that positrons preferentially populate 共and
annihilate兲 in the regions where electron density, compared
to the bulk of the material, is lower 共e.g., vacancy-type defects, vacancy clusters, and microvoids兲. The lifetime of positrons trapped in defects is comparatively longer with respect
to those that annihilate at defect-free regions. An analysis of
the PAL spectrum, thus, throws light on the nature and abundance of defects in the material. The other PAS technique,
Doppler broadening of the positron annihilation radiation
line-shape measurement, is useful to study the momentum
distribution of electrons in a material.17,18 Depending on the
electron momentum 共p兲, the 511-keV ␥ rays 共electronpositron annihilated兲 are Doppler shifted by an amount
±⌬E = pLc / 2 in the laboratory frame where pL is the component of the electron momentum 共p兲 along the direction of
measurement. Using high-resolution high-purity germanium
共HPGe兲 detectors one can measure the spectrum of Dopplershift 511-keV ␥ rays. The wing region of the 511-keV spectra 共higher value of pL兲 carries the information about the
annihilation of positrons with the core electrons. The mo-
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menta of the core electrons are element specific19 and hence
the atoms surrounding a defect can be probed by proper
analysis of the measured spectra.

II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS

As-supplied polycrystalline ZnO powder has been palletized and annealed at 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, and 1000 ° C
for 18 h followed by slow cooling 共30 ° C / h兲 in air. The
XRD data has been collected in a Philips PW 1710 automatic
diffractometer with Cu K␣ radiation. The average grain size
of the powdered samples has been determined by Scherrer
formula.20 The TGA of an unannealed ZnO sample has been
performed in a Mettler Toledo-TGA/SDTA 851e instrument
from room temperature to 800 ° C. Room-temperature resistivity measurements have been carried out by four-probe
technique using a Keithley 2182 nanovoltmeter and 2400
constant current source. Very high resistances of the unannealed 200 and 300 ° C samples have been measured by a
two-probe Keithley 6514 electrometer. For positron annihilation studies, a 10-Ci 22Na positron source 共enclosed in
thin mylar foils兲 has been sandwiched between two identical
plane-faced ZnO pellets. The PAL spectra have been measured with a fast-slow coincidence assembly16 having a
182± 1-ps time resolution. Measured spectra have been analyzed by computer program PATFIT-88 共Ref. 21兲 with necessary source corrections to evaluate the possible lifetime components i and their corresponding intensities Ii. The
two-detector22 coincidence Doppler-broadened electronpositron annihilation ␥-radiation 共CDBEPAR兲 spectrum has
been measured by a HPGe detector 共efficiency of 13% and
energy resolution of 1.3 keV for the 514-keV line of 85Sr兲
and a 3 ⫻ 3-in.2 NaI 共Tl兲 crystal coupled to a RCA 8850
photomultiplier tube placed at an angle of 180°. The use of
the two detectors in coincidence helps to suppress the background in the measured Doppler-broadened spectrum and
hence the contributions of higher-momentum electrons 共core
electrons兲 can be estimated.23 In the present experiment, the
peak to background 共607 to 615 keV兲 ratio is 14 000:1. The
energy per channel of the multichannel analyzer has been set
to 22 eV. The CDBEPAR spectra for each sample have been
analyzed by evaluating the so-called shape parameter 共S parameter兲 and wing parameter 共W parameter兲.18 The S parameter, calculated as the ratio of counts in the central area of the
511-keV photopeak 共兩511 keV− E␥兩 艋 0.86 keV兲 and the total area of the photo peak 共兩511 keV− E␥兩 艋 4.25 keV兲, represents the fraction of positrons annihilating with the lower
momentum electrons. The W parameter, calculated as the
ratio of counts in the wing region of the 511-keV photopeak
共1.6 keV艋 兩E␥ − 511 keV兩 艋 4 keV兲 and the total area of the
photopeak, represents the fraction of positrons annihilating
with the higher-momentum electrons. The ratio curves23–25
from each CDBEPAR spectra of the ZnO samples has been
constructed by dividing the counts at the same energy with
that of a standard CDBEPAR spectrum 共spectrum of Al
single crystal in the same setup兲.

FIG. 1. X-ray-diffraction patterns for the unannealed and annealed ZnO
samples.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The XRD patterns for unannealed and annealed samples
are shown in Fig. 1. The results of PAL spectra analysis for
all ZnO samples have been shown in Table I and Fig. 2. All
lifetime spectra are found to be best fitted with three lifetime
components, yielding a very long 共⬎1.1 ns兲 positron lifetime
component 共3兲 with intensity ⬃3%. This component is due
to the formation of orthopositronium and its subsequent decay as parapositronium by pick-off annihilation. In polycrystalline samples, there always exist microvoids where positronium formation is favorable.16 The short lifetime component
共1 ⬃ 145 ps兲 is generally attributed to the free annihilation
of positrons. The most important lifetime component is the
intermediate one, 2, which arises from the annihilation of
positrons at defect sites.13 It is interesting to note that the
defect lifetime in the present ZnO samples increases with
annealing temperature up to 300 ° C. A distinct decrease of
2 has been observed for annealing higher than 400 ° C,
which eventually saturates at 800 ° C. The variation of the
corresponding intensity 共I2兲 with the annealing temperature
has been shown in the Fig. 2 as an inset. One can construct
TABLE I. Table showing the results of resistivity measurements, XRD
analysis, and part of the positron lifetime analysis.
Annealing temperature
共°C兲

Resistivity
共⍀ cm兲

1
共ps兲

I1
共%兲

3
共ps兲

Unannealed
200
300
400
600
800
1000

8.4⫻ 107
6.3⫻ 107
2.7⫻ 107
7.982⫻ 105
5.198⫻ 105
1.928⫻ 102
6.297⫻ 100

147± 2
151± 2
144± 2
144± 2
155± 2
149± 2
141± 2

38.0± 0.5
36.8± 0.5
32.5± 0.5
34.0± 0.5
46.0± 0.5
51.5± 0.5
57.5± 0.5

1359± 42
1339± 35
1429± 41
1305± 33
1272± 34
1205± 28
1441± 39
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FIG. 3. Ratio curves of the experimental electron-positron momentum distributions for unannealed and annealed ZnO samples with respect to standard electron-positron momentum distribution of a defect-free Al single
crystal. The inset shows the relative position of the ratio curve peaks for the
ZnO samples with annealing temperature.

FIG. 2. Variation of 2 共positron lifetime at defects兲, average position lifetime 共av兲, bulk positron lifetime 共B兲, and S parameter with annealing temperature for the ZnO samples. The inset shows the variation of I2 共intensity
corresponding to 2兲 with annealing temperature. The annealing temperature
of the unannealed ZnO sample has been taken as 30 ° C 共room temperature兲.

positron average lifetime, av关=共1I1 + 2I2兲 / 共I1 + I2兲兴, and
positron bulk lifetime, B关=共I1 + I2兲 / 共I1 / 1 + I2 / 2兲兴, from 1,
2, I1, and I2. An increase of av reflects the overall enhancement of defects in the sample. Here av and B both show
their respective highest values for the 300 ° C annealed ZnO
sample. The CDBEPAR shape parameter 共S parameter兲 also
increases slowly up to 300 ° C. Such an increase is due to an
enhancement of open volume defects in the system and a
subsequent increase of lower-momentum electron contribution in CDBEPAR spectra. The S parameter starts to decrease
from 400 ° C annealing. For 1000 ° C-annealed ZnO it
reaches to its lowest value. A decrease of S parameter indicates increasing annihilation of positrons with highermomentum electrons or core electrons. To identify these
higher-momentum electrons, CDBEPAR spectra for the
unannealed and annealed ZnO samples have been analyzed
by constructing ratio curves with the CDBEPAR spectrum of
the defect-free Al single crystal 共Fig. 3兲. Figure 3 shows a
peak at the momentum value ⬃11⫻ 10−3 m0c for unannealed
and annealed samples. The important result is that the peak
heights for the 600, 800, and 1000 ° C-annealed samples are
quite large compared to that of the unannealed and 200, 300,
and 400 ° C-annealed samples. Generally, ratio curves of the
oxide materials19,25 with respect to Al or Si show a peak near

11⫻ 10−3 m0c, which is the contribution of oxygen 2p electrons in the annihilation process. But the scenario in ZnO
becomes intriguing as pure Zn may also contribute to this
peak.19,26 In fact, the peak positions in Fig. 3 shift systematically towards the higher momentum for the samples annealed above 400 ° C 共inset of Fig. 3兲. A shoulder, although
not very prominent, appears near a momentum value of 17
⫻ 10−3 m0c for 800 and 1000 ° C-annealed samples. The exact position and its relative intensity may be found after perfect deconvolution19 of such ratio curves and has been attributed as the signature of positron annihilation with the 3s
electrons of Zn. So, it is evident that positrons annihilate
more with electrons of the Zn atoms in case of samples annealed at 600, 800, and 1000 ° C than the other samples.
Higher vacancy concentration in a sample leads to larger
positron annihilation probability with low-momentum valence electrons. The strongly bound core electrons, closer to
the nucleus, have little probability of annihilation with positrons inside a vacancy such as free space. Reduction of Zn
vacancies allows more positrons to be annihilated in the
defect-free regions of a ZnO crystal. Consequently, the annihilation of positrons with the core electrons of zinc and oxygen is increased. The positron annihilation with core electrons of oxygen is insignificant27 and the Zn core electrons
mainly contribute to the higher-momentum part of the CDBEPAR spectrum. To get a little more insight into the scenario, the ratio curves of the annealed samples with respect
to the unannealed one has been presented in Fig. 4. A clear
difference in the ratio curves between the 600, 800, and
1000 ° C-annealed and 200 and 300 ° C-annealed samples
can be observed above the momentum value 5 ⫻ 10−3 m0c.
The appearance of the prominent dip in the momentum value
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FIG. 5. TGA curve of the unannealed ZnO sample.
FIG. 4. Ratio curve of the experimental electron-positron momentum distributions for the annealed ZnO samples with respect to the same unannealed
ZnO.

⬃17⫻ 10−3 m0c represents that in 200 and 300 ° C-annealed
samples positrons are less annihilating with the core electrons of the Zn ions. The presence of Zn vacancies in these
samples, presumably as vacancy clusters at grain
boundaries,28 can be understood. Typical values of positron
lifetimes originating from O vacancy and Zn vacancy in ZnO
are, respectively, 180 and 237 ps.4 The defect lifetime of 2
⬃ 330 ps, as observed in our case, also supports the clustering of Zn vacancies. However, few Zn vacancies may also
exist within the grains. As the annealing temperature is increased from room temperature, the intragrain Zn vacancies
gradually move to their more favored grain-boundary regions
where the annihilation probability of positrons is very high.
This fact is reflected from the increase of 2, av, and S parameter with annealing temperatures up to 300 ° C. Such an
increase of the positron annihilation parameters is typical for
polycrystalline28 or irradiated ZnO 共Refs. 9 and 10兲 samples.
In fact, we have recently observed29 similar results in nanocrystalline ZnO. In single-crystalline ZnO, Zn vacancies
exist4 but their concentration is low and uniform. Hence, the
agglomeration of defects in some preferred regions 共for heating up to 300 ° C兲 does not take place and the subsequent
increase of 2, av, and S parameter has not been observed.9
Above some annealing temperature, oxygen vacancy formation predominates in ZnO material 共detailed in the next paragraph兲 and Zn interstitials are also generated. These Zn interstitials become mobile at higher temperatures and
recombine with Zn vacancies and a decrease in 2, av, and S
parameter is observed. The observed small grain growth in
the annealed samples 共Fig. 1兲 is due to the annihilation of Zn
vacancy defects from the grain boundaries.
To confirm the oxygen vacancy formation in ZnO due to
annealing, TGA and XRD analyses have been performed.
The mass loss with increasing temperature as seen in the
TGA curve of Fig. 5 is due to oxygen evaporation8 from the

sample. Maximum loss occurred at the temperature range of
250– 370 ° C. The effect of annealing on the c-axis lattice
parameter calculated from 共002兲 peaks of each x-ray diffractograms has been shown in Fig. 6. The presence of considerable oxygen vacancies expands the ZnO lattice30 as is seen
from the variation of the c-axis length. Results of resistivity
measurement 共Table I兲 also show a huge reduction of resistivity for the samples annealed at temperatures higher than
300 ° C. This is also consistent with the increase of native
oxygen vacancies in the system.
At this juncture, we should recall that oxygen vacancies
in ZnO 共Refs. 4, 8, and 13兲 mostly bear positive charges and
cannot trap positrons. This is in general true for positively
charged anion vacancies in II-VI semiconductors. However,
low-temperature positron lifetime results on ZnO cannot
completely rule out a weak but finite positron trapping at
oxygen vacancies at room temperature.4 To identify the different positron trapping sites, if any, we have also plotted the

FIG. 6. Variation of c-axis lattice parameter of ZnO with annealing
temperature.
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FIG. 7. Variation of S parameter with W parameter for unannealed and
annealed ZnO samples.

S parameter versus W-parameter graph 共Fig. 7兲. To the limit
of our experimental accuracy, the variation can be understood as a linear one, which denotes only one major positrontrapping site. However, with improved accuracy and higher
statistics, the possibility of another defect site cannot completely be excluded. Although XRD, TGA, and resistivity
measurements conclusively reveal the presence of oxygen
vacancies in ZnO 共above 300 ° C annealing兲, roomtemperature positron annihilation studies fail to reconfirm it
at this stage.
IV. CONCLUSION

The present study reports the dynamics of defect formation and annihilation in polycrystalline ZnO with annealing
temperatures up to 1000 ° C. In polycrystalline ZnO, Zn vacancy defects predominate up to an annealing temperature of
300 ° C. With further annealing more and more oxygen vacancy is generated as evident from the variation of resistivity
and c-axis lattice parameter with annealing temperature. Ratio curve analysis of the CDBEPAR spectra can identify the
enhancement/lowering of positron trapping at Zn vacancies
with annealing. Such analysis does not bear any information
regarding the possible positron trapping at oxygen vacancies.
The initial rise of positron lifetime and CDBEPAR parameters with increasing annealing temperature is related to the
grain-boundary effect of polycrystalline ZnO. It is to be
noted that a similar feature does not arise in single crystals.
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